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Analysis of movements of underground structures from horizontal load  
Le calcul des déplacements des constructions souterraines de charge horizontale 

Leonid A. Dimov
LLC “NIPIneftegastroydiagnostika”, Reutov, Russia  

Elena M. Bogushevskaya 
OJSC “Giprotruboprovod”, Moscow, Russia  

ABSTRACT 
By what formulas should movements of underground structures be analyzed if a structure transfers load to the foundation
horizontally? How do free surface of soil and actual rupture of aperture of foundation continuity influence on the value of horizontal 
movement? In what way and by what devices is it possible to determine the modulus of horizontal soil deformation? Does
deformation anisotropy of naturally stacked soils take place in orthogonal directions or not? Brief answers on these questions are 
provided in this article. 

RÉSUMÉ
Quelles sont les formules pour calculer les déplacements des constructions souterraines, si la charge sur la structure de base passe
dans une direction horizontale? Comment fonctionne la surface libre du sol et la continuité des motifs écart par le montant de
mouvement latéral? Comment et par quels dispositifs peuvent être identifiés module de déformation du sol horizontalement? Y at-il
été un sol naturel déformation de l'anisotropie par ailleurs directions orthogonales? Ces questions sont brèves réponses à cet article. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Underground construction is progressing strongly in the world. 
Some underground structures transfer active load to soil only 
horizontally, without taking into consideration vertical loading 
to foundation from its own mass. For example, different anchors 
with orientation of pulls in horizontal plane, spacer structures of 
deep pits with monolithic walls, underground pipelines, and etc.   
Many underground structures load the foundation at the same 
time vertically and horizontally.  The analysis of foundations of 
such constructions should be carried out in both vertical and 
horizontal directions. 

This article is devoted to analysis of foundations of 
underground constructions on the basis of deformations 
occurring with load transfer to the soil horizontally. It is a 
continuation of our previous work (Dimov & Bogushevskaya. 
2007), in which the basic statements on carrying out the 
indicated methods of analysis and some formulas for 
calculations of movements were given. Unfortunately, the 
publishing house misprinted formulas (7) and (12) but they 
were corrected in the present work. 

We note briefly the main prerequisites for the following 
proposed rated provisions.  

The solutions have been obtained for analytical model of 
foundation in the form of a linearly deformed half-infinite solid 
(of a half-plane for a plane problem). 

The impact of aperture of medium continuity on the 
movement value was applied with the help of double forces, 
distributed along the line of suppositive or actual foundation 
destruction during digging of pits, construction of underground 
walls, etc. M.I. Gorbunov-Posadov (1984) proposed to apply 
double forces to obtain the effect of the gap continuity for the 
soils in 1966. To do this he used a solution of S.P. Timoshenko 
of two equal and opposite-largest forces in mark, which have an 
effect on infinite plate in points, which are situated at a very 
small distance from each other (Timoshenko & Goodier 1975). 

While solving our tasks we adhere to the following definition: 
double forces – fictitious load which doesn’t have the physical 
meaning, but is applied only as mathematical apparatus for 
reaching the required boundary conditions.  

Impact of free surface of soil is taken into account 
automatically since E. Melan’s formula for half-plane and R. 
Mindlin’s formula for half-space from single horizontal force 
have been used as initial ones. 

2 INTERACTION OF THE STRUCTURE AND THE 
FOUNDATION IN CONDITIONS OF PLANE PROBLEM 

Average horizontal movement uav within flexible line height b, 
is calculated by the formulas (Figure 1):  
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where q, ,  – uniformly distributed, parabolic and triangle 
horizontal loads; vK - coefficient of influence on the movement 

value of the Poisson’s ratio of soil v (Table 1); u
disK - coefficient 

of the influence of rupture of continuity of the medium on the 
movement value (Table 2); – modulus of  horizontal soil 
deformation ; q

av∆ , σ

av∆ , τ

av∆  -  coefficients for average 

movement of the loads q,  ,   within the height b.  
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Figure 1. Scheme of application of horizontal load q,  and  inside a 
half-plane 

Table 1. Meanings of 
ν

coefficient
ν 0,20 0,27 0,30 0,35 0,42 

ν
0,964 0,952 0,944 0,925 0,887 

Table 2. Meanings of u
disK  coefficient 

Medium movements for (1)-(3) in characteristic points 
1-5 along the height of the strip and movement of free surface 
along OX can be determined by formulas, coefficients and 
tables given in (Dimov & Bogushevskaya, 2008). 

For rigid structures, which constitute the absolute majority in 
practice, horizontal movement U should be calculated by the 
formula 

H
vconst

E

qbKU
U = ; (4) 

where   constU  - coefficient for determination of movement of a 

rigid structure (Table 3). 

Table 3. Meanings of  U const  coefficient in formula  (4) 

The vastest class of underground structures that interact with 
the foundation in the state of plane deformation is composed of 
different underground pipelines – from technical engineering 
networks to oil and gas mainlines of diameter D =1420 mm. 
First of all the formulas (1)-(4) have been recieved for analysis 
of tension and deformation state of the trunk pipelines taking 
into consideration the joint work of a pipe and a foundation, but 
as well can be applied for the other structures, for instance, 
anchor structures. The formulas have been iteratively tested in 
the soils of various types by laboratory and field experiments 
with rigid tubular plates of diameter D = 76…426  (Dimov, 
1997).  

Coefficient  u
disK  at  bho , equal 

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 

1,413 1,517 1,566 1,600 1,626 1,645 

Coefficient  u
disK   at bho , equal 

4 5 10 15 20 50 

1,674 1,693 1,739 1,758 1,768 1,787 

Coefficient U const  at  bho , equal 

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 

1,776 1,598 1,508 1,454 1,418 1,392 

Coefficient U const   at bho , equal 

4 5 10 15 20 50 

1,357 1,334 1,284 1,266 1,258 1,240 

Figure 2. Results of the experiment with a flat plate in peat 
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As a case in point at Figure 2 there are the results of 
experiment with rigid flat plate b=450 mm in peat with modulus 
of deformation EH =175 kPa. At the movement from q the plate 
didn’t have the opportunity to turn in regard to the vertical axis. 
Additionally for the experiment to within 1mm a shift was fixed 
at the surface of marks placed over 1b. Diagrams of plate 
movement which are built as per (4), are met well to the initial 
section of test curve. Foundation worked in the stage of 
compaction approximately up to q=15…18 kPa. At q=18 kPa 
movement of plate along vertical upward was 2 mm, and across – 
95 mm (designed 72 mm). Designed movements of marks at 
horizontal and vertical surfaces went with the experimental data 
as well. Complete depletion of carrying capacity of foundation 
happened at q=30 kPa.  

3 INTERACTION OF THE STRUCTURE AND THE 
FOUNDATION IN CONDITIONS OF SPACE PROBLEM  

Horizontal movements of an elastic rectangular plate in certain 
points inside the soil foundation (Figure 3) may be calculated by 
the formula  

H

u
dis

2

E

K)v1(qbU
U

−
= ; (5) 

Solution (5) was received by numerical integration with 
Simpson’s method within area 1 x b expression for U from 
single horizontal force Q. Rupture of continuity in a half-space 
by double forces was not performed in view of the fact of 
complexity and large volume of calculations, but coefficient 

u
disK for the space and plane problems was taken the same. This 

assumption will not introduce big inaccuracy at U 
determination, because u

disK depends in solution measure from 
relative embedding of loading area below surface and very 
slight – from relation of l/b. At that the more l/b is, the closer 
the coefficients u

disK for a half-space and a half-plane will 
conform to each other.  

Inside the area of load, movements are symmetrical 
relatively to y=l/2, where l – length of the plate. The most 
typical ones are movements in points  1-5 and 6-10. 

Coefficient U according to (5), besides ho/b, also depends 
on ratio of l/b and v. As an example in table 4 there are  
coefficients U given for v=0.3. Values of U are given for 
determination of movements in the upper vU  and inferior dU
angles of rectangle, maximum movement in the center oU ,
average for 15 points of movement within the whole area 

mU and for the movement of the absolutely rigid plate 
(structure) constU .  For the other values v=0,2…0,42 coefficients 
U  are given in (Dimov & Bogushevskaya 2008).   

Composition of tables for U is taken by analogy with already 
known tables for vertical load at the site (Tsitovich 1973) and 
(Harr 1971), which permits to compare easily movements of 
points of equidimensional areas l x b situated on the surface and 
inside of soil mass. On the ground of comparison of solutions 
for a rigid vertical plate on the surface and for the same 
horizontal plate inside the linearly deforming foundation, it is 
possible to make the following conclusion. 

Figure 3. Scheme of application of horizontal load q inside a half-space 

Table 4. Meaning of  U  coefficient at   ν=0,3 

Coefficient U at ratio of sides  l/b, equal 

1 2 3 
Relative 

embedding 
h0/b 

v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU
0,5 0,503 0,357 0,680 0,520 0,482 0,694 0,523 0,995 0,742 0,696 0,815 0,633 1,206 0,888 0,836 

1,5 0,323 0,305 0,571 0,407 0,377 0,471 0,441 0,813 0,580 0,544 0,573 0,536 0,979 0,700 0,659 

3,0 0,288 0,284 0,543 0,379 0,351 0,411 0,402 0,759 0,529 0,497 0,495 0,484 0,902 0,631 0,594 

5,0 0,275 0,274 0,532 0,368 0,341 0,387 0,383 0,737 0,507 0,476 0,462 0,456 0,869 0,600 0,565 

Coefficient U at ratio of sides  l/b, equal  

5 7 10 Relative 
embedding 

h0/b 
v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU v
cU d

cU 0U mU constU

0,5 0,970 0,779 1,491 1,084 1,019 1,075 0,879 1,687 1,217 1,145 1,186 0,987 1,900 1,361 1,282 

1,5 0,712 0,668 1,215 0,869 0,817 0,808 0,761 1,386 0,988 0,930 0,913 0,863 1,579 1,122 1,057 

3,0 0,616 0,599 1,102 0,776 0,729 0,703 0,683 1,248 0,881 0,829 0,800 0,778 1,416 1,002 0,944 

5,0 0,567 0,559 1,049 0,729 0,685 0,644 0,635 1,179 0,823 0,774 0,733 0,722 1,328 0,931 0,877 

Horizontal movement of a buried rigid rectangular structure in 
deformation-isotropic soil is always less, than the settlement of 
the same structure (foundation) on the surface of the base. And 
it is the less, the lower the Poisson’s coefficient of the soil is 
and the farther the underground structure is situated from the 

soil surface. It should be noted that the analogous conclusion 
was also obtained for plane problem. 
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4 DETERMINATION OF THE SOIL DEFORMATION 
MODULUS FOR HORIZONTAL DIRECTION  

For the analysis of movements by the formulas (1)-(5), it is 
necessary to have the horizontal modulus of soil deformation H.

The analysis of prior experimental investigations has 
allowed to conclude that “anisotropy in soils is rather a rule, 
than an exception˝ (Bugrov & Golubev 1993). Deformation 
anisotropy is included. However, our field tests, not yet 
numerous, with the same plates, both vertically and 
horizontally, show that this conclusion needs additional 
verification and possible correction. 

It is expedient to determine H directly on construction site 
in a manner that is established for deformation modulus  for 
vertical direction. 

During horizontal soil tests with rigid plates or blade 
pressuremeters (Recommendations 1985), the formula for 
calculation of H results from the solution (5) and takes the 
following form: 

⋅

∆

∆
−=

U

q
b)v1(KU 2u

disconst ;  (6) 

where q- pressure increment on the plate or on the plate-blade 
of the pressuremeter between two points taken along the 
averaged straight line;  U – movement increment of the plate 
or of the plate-blade of the pressuremeter, corresponding to q.
Nowadays, we consider a plate dilatometer to be one of the best 
devices for field determination of H (Mlynarek 2007). 

By way of analysis and numerical calculations the following 
is established. Regardless of a type or kind of tested soil as well 
as when a dilatometer is buried below the soil foundation 
surface h0/D  3, modulus of deformation H may be calculated 
according to the formula (Dimov & Bogushevskaya 2008) 

⋅

∆

∆
=

U

q
D46,0 ; (7) 

where D - diameter of the circle plate of the dilatometer. 
The analysis of some results of parallel tests of different 

soils, both vertically and horizontally, with plates, blade 
pressuremeters and a flat dilatometer is given there. This 
analysis leads to a preliminary conclusion that the ratio of 
moduluses of soil deformation, vertically and horizontally, / H

may be both less or more than unit.  
Under dilatometer tests to transfer from horizontal modulus 

H to vertical modulus E, which is much more widely used in 
geotechnical engineering, we need to know the correcting 
coefficient d (GOST 20276-99). In order to determine d, it is 
necessary to carry out near to tests with the help of a 
dilatometer, parallel soil tests with standard plates of 600 or 
5000 cm2 vertically. The need for experiments with plates 
sharply reduces efficiency and expedience of soil tests with a 
plate dilatometer. 

During calculation of H on the basis of (7) and 
accumulation of experimental data for the coefficient d= / H

it may very likely happen that for all types and kinds of soils the  

value d will be close to unit with confidence interval 
d=1± d. In this case a flat dilatometer may be used for field 

determination of  without additional parallel vertical tests with 
plates. 

In Russia the first experimental tests with a dilatometer with 
the plate diameter  D=70 mm and the area of 38 cm2 showed 
(Blehman et al. 1990) that  determined with a plate with the 
diameter of 800 mm and the area of 5000 cm2 is always more 
than H determined with the help of a dilatometer. However,  

H was calculated with Shleikher’s formula (GOST 20276-99), 
which does not correspond to the case of load application to the 
soil horizontally. In this case, the plate of the dilatometer should 
be considered as a plate of small diameter, and thereby the 
known dependence of plate movement on the value of its area 
should be taken into account. 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

The formulas (1)–(5) allow to determine horizontal movements 
of elastic and rigid underground constructions and structures, 
which transfer load to the soil horizontally as well.  

It is expedient to determine the necessary modulus of soil 
horizontal deformation H in field conditions with a flat 
dilatometer, and besides to calculate H by the formula (7). 
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